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ABSTRACT 
 

The password based logon schemes have many security weaknesses. To make secure 
environments, smart card and biometric based authentication solutions are available, as 
replacements, for standard password based systems. But the cost of deployment and 
maintenance of these systems is quite high. Mobile network operators have a huge base of 
deployed smart cards, in the form of Subscriber Identity Module (SIM), which can be 
reused to provide authentication in other spheres significantly reducing cost. In this paper 
we propose a solution that shows how mobile phones can be used to provide a secure low-
cost two-factor Linux workstation logon in an enterprise. For the sake of security, 
reusability and compatibility, our technology independent client/server based solution 
proposes the employment of a Pluggable Authentication module (PAM) at the client (user) 
side. Alongside the PAM API, we are opting for such generic functions that can enable us 
to access the user information and authenticate user at the server without taking care of the 
underlying technologies, like Kerberos or LDAP, at the server side. 
KEY WORDS: Security, PAM Messages, Authentication, Authorization, Authentication 

Server, Authenticator. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In today’s digital world almost everyone possesses numerousauthentication identities; be it his/her national identity, 
employee identification,student/alumni identity, driving license, club membershipormany otherdigital identities limited to 
specific domains. In today’s world, people are routinely required to prove their identity. While, in the real world, proving 
ones identity usually means producing a documentary evidence of one’s identification; this process can be much more 
sophisticatedin a digital environment. In the latter case, there are digital identity attributes - mainly the login name andthe 
corresponding password - that are readily vulnerable to be hacked leading to identity thefts. Usually, some secret credentials, 
known only to a person and an authentication authority,are used [3,4] for the secure identification of a given person. The 
authentication process plays an important role, since the decision, whether to give access to services or provide resources, is 
based on identity. Therefore, it is important to ensure that an attacker (fraudster) should not be able to steal the identity or 
masquerade as a user to a system in some other way. 

When it comes to smart cards, logical as well as physical aspects of the security must be considered. That is why 
state of the art smart cards comply with a blend of security mechanisms for high level of security. The ability of storing 
information (e.g. identity information) and executing cryptographic protocols have resulted in a huge success for the smart 
cards to be used in security sensitive areas. With the mushroom growth of mobile phones we come across a peculiar type of 
smart card in the form of the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). With this technology, a huge base of authenticated users is 
available along with the already deployed underlying infrastructure. This infrastructure can be reused to provide 
authentication for other services, not strictly related to thetelephonic conversations. With the advent of the Universal 
Integrated Circuit Card (UICC), andthe included3GPP application,a mobile phone is better equipped to provide strong 
authentication schemes based on the mapping of the card owner onto the card.  The idea is to use a mobile phone, with a 
UICC card, as a security token to provide a much stronger security than the ordinary user-name/password authentication and 
that too atmuch lower operational costs [7].In essence, the mobile network operators have a huge base of deployed smart 
cards that can be reused to provide authentication in other spheres significantly reducing costs [1][2].  

In this paper we propose a solution that shows how mobile phones can be used to provide a secure low-cost two-
factor Linux workstation logon in an enterprise.Any such solution ought to be highly secure, user friendly and supported by 
the existing technologies. We propose to employa Pluggable Authentication module (PAM), at the client (user) side, to 
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makethe solution technology independent. Alongside the PAM API, we are opting for such generic functions that can enable 
us to access the user information and authenticate user at the server without taking care of the underlying technologies, like 
Kerberos or LDAP, at the server side. The proposed framework has two main advantages. First, we are not disbanding the 
existing static password method for the sake of legacy. Secondly, we are manipulating a non-critical part of the Linux passwd 
structure, i.e. the Real Name field, in order to avoid imposing fundamental changes to the operating system. 

The rest of the paper is arranged as follow. Section 2 offers a brief literature survey that is followed by a detailed 
description of the proposed framework in Section 3. Security related aspects are being addressed in Section 4 in the context 
of threat locations. Section 5 reports an example prototype developed for a particular environment while Section 6 concludes 
the paper. 

 
2. Background 
 

Identity management is one of the important concepts of the modern society. It is a non-stop process that 
encompasses,among other things,identity lifecycle management, authentication, and access control [5]. From the perspective 
of a modern enterprise information system, the main idea of the identity management is to manage access and control 
enterprise resources and information. Enterprise information systems provide a range of services to support business 
processes. With the development of e-business solutions, the growth in the functionality of such systems is accompanied by 
the increased complexity as well, which makes it difficult to provide full protection against unauthorized accesses.  

The authentication party (user) presents a proof of identity to the authenticating authority for getting access to the 
system. The authentication schemes are mostly based on one or the combination of the following factors: something you 
know (password), something you have (ID card), and something that you are (fingerprints)[6]. One of the most common 
authentication schemes nowadays is a static password authentication. The password authentication schemes have been in use 
for a very long period of time. The reason for using static password scheme is that they are easy to use and people are used to 
them. Though, from the security point of view these schemes have many weaknesses.  

The constantly increasing computational power of modern computers is making it possible to launch a brute force 
extensive search attack on password based authentication schemes if the passwords used are weak [11][12][13]. As with 
study of cryptographic protocols and people (hackers) new vulnerabilities of security are coming in observation quite often, 
thus dramatically decrease the theoretical security level in cryptographic protocols which allows attackers to launch much 
more efficient attacks than the extensive search [17][18]. So in strong designed cryptographic schemes the use of longer keys 
which have higher entropy provides higher security level. Therefore, it is required to use randomly generated passwords with 
adequate length that consist of a combination of letters, numbers, and special symbols to overcome this problem. Though, 
such passwords are difficult to remember for humans and this is one of the reasons that usually people choose passwords that 
are easy for them to learn but can be easily compromised with a simple dictionary attack [11]. Additionally, the user-
name/password systems that the user has to use can be large in number which may result in reusing the credentials for all 
systems. It is also important to notice that by using strict administrative measures may not strengthen the security of a system 
as a too strict password policy (difficult to remember passwords or frequent change of password, etc.) can actually weaken it, 
since users can end up writing down passwords. Use of default passwords or careless users who reveal their passwords either 
accidentally or as a consequence of social engineering attacks can further decrease the security level of a system. 

There are systems where the ordinary static password based authentication may be sufficient as depending on the 
sensitivity of activity or data it has, but systems that processes sensitive data requires stronger authentication schemes e.g. 
Biometric systems, smart card based systems or one-time password based authentication schemes as these are considered to 
be much stronger than the ordinary user-name/password authentication scheme. However the cost of deployment and 
maintenance makes these systems less common. 

There is a lot of research done and several solutions proposed based on the mobile phone based authentication [7], 
[8], [9]. The main objective is to study available mobile phone based authentication solutions and to come up with the most 
appropriate architecture that uses mobile phones for workstation logon in an enterprise environment for Linux workstation 
logon process. 

 
3. The Proposed Framework 

Typically, a user logon system of an ordinary enterprise employs the authentication scheme outlined in Fig. 1. 
Usually, some secret credentials or digital identity attributes, known only to a person and an authentication authority,are used 
for the secure identification of a person. Such user information is normally saved at the authentication server andessentially 
comprises the login name andthe corresponding password. Due to their static nature, suchdigital identity attributesare readily 
vulnerable to be hacked, leading to identity thefts. Although the network administrators periodically advise the users to 
change their passwords but in the majority of cases such advices are ignored due mainly to the fact that an ordinary user don’t 
want to remember each time a new password.  
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Scenario:With UNIX based systems [16], the digital identity attributes are grouped into what is called the passwd structure 
that has the following information: 

 User name  
 User password 
 User id  
 Group id  
 Real name 
 Home directory 
 Shell program 

This seems to be a very exhaustive set of attributes to uniquely identify and authenticate a user. When it comes to 
banking systems, many banks rely on the concept of One Time Password (OTP) which usually binds the customer to be in 
the possession of a handheld authentication device that generates each time some OTP for the transaction in hand. The 
ubiquity of mobile phones offers the potential to eliminate the requirement of such handy devices; a mobile SIM can thus 
give the very functionality at a much lower cost and more coverage as far as the area and the number of clients is concerned. 
In this work we propose to do exactly the same thing to employ a mobile phone service in a client/server based authentication 
system with the underlying server being Linux-enabled. 
Overview:With the scenario outlined above, it will be expedient, for the sake of compatibility, to avoid introducing new 
attributes to the passwd structure described above. Instead we propose to exploit the Real Name field, as it has no active role 
in the authentication process. It is suggested to use the Real Name field to carry not only the name but also the client’s mobile 
number, e.g. George, +12345678. Our strategy requires the user name and the mobile number to generate the OTP thatcan be 
sent to the user as a text SMS. The user information can be accessed using the passwd structure. All this would require some 
architectural redesigning that would modify the simplistic scheme outlined in Fig. 1. 
Mobile based authentication: We propose the model discussed in Fig. 1 according to our scenario to get the mobile based 
authentication system. In the first two steps, this proposed system authenticates a user, just according to the existing scheme. 
These two steps are redundant to our system but we are persevering with it for the sake of legacy. Once the user information 
is acquired, in the subsequent steps, our system passesitto the Mobile Based Authenticator (MBA) that generates the OTP and 
sends it to the user as SMS. The communication between the client computer and Authenticator is realized via socket 
communication. When the user receives the OTP, as SMS, he/she can insert it in the client computer,either manually or by 
using Bluetooth technology.  The MBA serves as the connection point for the client and the Authentication server, e.g. 
RADIUS and thereforethe password will be passed to the MBA which will forward it to the Authentication Server. The MBA 
will send anauthentication message in case of password match by the server with the OTP. Otherwise, the user will not be 
authenticated. 
 

Figure 1: Mobile Based Authentication System for Linux Workstation Logon 
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Step by step detail:In essence, the following steps are involved during the process: 
1. The user enters name and static password which will be forwarded to the Authentication Server like LDAP, 

Kerberos Server etc. 
2. The user will be authenticated by the static password which the user will have. After authentication the user 

information will be accessed and returned to the client. As already stated, this and the preceding step are 
included for the sake of legacy. 

3. At the client side, the Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) will check the user information. If it finds the 
mobile number in the Real Name field of passwd structure then it will continue with the second authentication 
process based on the mobile phone. Otherwise,it will authenticate user based on the first authentication process. 
This option will give administrator the choice of allowing some users to use only the existing authentication 
technology and others using mobile based authentication technology.  

4. The MBA serves as the connection point for the PAM module and the Authentication server (RADIUS in our 
case). It will generate OTP for the user. 

5. The OTP will be inserted in the database againstthe user information on the Authentication Server. 
6. The OTP will be sent to the SMS server with the mobile number, so that it can be sent to the user. 
7. The SMS server will send the OTP to the mobile phone. 
8. Upon receiving the OTP, the user will have the option of transferring the OTP from mobile phone to the client 

computer either manually or viaBluetooth.The manual option will help those users who do not have the 
Bluetooth capability on their mobiles.  

9. The client will send the OTP to MAB for Authentication. 
10. The Authenticator will forward the OTP and user name to the Authentication server for the authentication 

process.  
11. The Authentication Server will send the result of the authentication process by comparing the OTP and the 

password of the user in its database. 
12. The MAB will forward the authentication process result to the PAM module. 
13. The PAM module will authenticate the user if he/shehas been authenticated by the Authentication Server, 

otherwise the user will not be authenticated. 
The solution which is proposed for the mobile based authentication for Linux workstation logon process will make 

the logon process more secure giving the administrator the option to select the users according to their authentication method. 
 

4. Security Evaluation 
The potential security threats to the proposed architecture are summarized in the form of a threat location model 

outlined inFig. 2. In all we identify nine different threats with respect to their location in the system. All these threat 
locations, along with their possible cures, are being discussed below: 

Figure 2: Threat Location Model 
4.1  PAM Messages 

It is usually hard to attack PAM messages since they are secured by the existing server technologies. Threats of 
man-in-the-middle attack are always a possibility but we believe that internal security controls at ordinary enterprises may 
counter those. 
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4.2 Socket Communication 
Threats at this locationare very important to handle, since the user information is communicated through this channel. 

The security can be provided by using the Transport layer security (TLS), in order to secure the communication channel from 
modification and the session hijacking attacks. In addition,the proposed solution is based on twosecurity measures - one is the 
static password which is authenticated through a secure channel and the second is the OTP which is communicated through the 
mobile. Hence, even if the OTP is somehow revealed to the attacker, he will still need the static password of the user and since 
the OTP can be used only once, the task of the attackerbecomes very difficult (read impossible). 

 
4.3 Messages by Authentication Server 

These messages do have their internal security mechanisms which makes the security breach challenging and the onus 
is always on the provider of these technologies, e.g. with RADIUS one can consult the documentation1 for enhanced security. 

 
4.4 GSM/UMTS 

With UMTS technology, the inherent security mechanisms provides mutual authentication which is good enough to 
be trusted. The GSM, however, is vulnerable to the man in the middle attack and the weak link is the fact that the network is 
not authenticated. This problem is solved by having the static password authentication. As if the attacker gets the OTP, he 
will still need the static password for the authentication. 

 
4.5 Bluetooth 

Bluetooth is another weak link which can be exploited by an attacker. To secure the link we can use the encryption 
so that the data can be made secure. We can use the pass key made during the pairing for encryption as discussed elsewhere. 
The static password is the other requirement that the attacker has to find out[14][15]. 

 
4.6 Manual Typing of OTP 

When the user is typing the OTP there is a chance that he, somehow disclose the OTP, e.g. he/shemay write it out 
for memorization. Even if an attacker finds out the OTP, he/she will still require the static password for authentication. 

 
4.7 The Client Computer 

The client computer can be attacked by the attacker to get some useful secret information. As the client computer is 
in the enterprise network, where the environment is normally controlled by the network administratornot to allow such 
malware, like Trojan horse or worm, which can cause leakage of information. 

 
4.8 The Mobile Phone 

Mobile phone is another important component to undermine the security of the system. If an attacker steals the mobile 
along with the SIM of the user, it will still be useless for the attacker as he will require the static password of the user as well. 
Moreover, lost SIMs are usually quickly reported back to the mobile network operator who thereby disable the lost SIM. 

 
4.9 One Time Password 

It is necessary to keep the OTP strong enough so that the attacker cannot guess it or cannot find it with some sort of 
dictionary attack. In our solution we have used 13 random characters consisting of numbers, letters and special characters. 
Presently, the NIST considers a password of 80 bits entropy to be strong enough against brute force attacks. As we have used 
13 random characters so its entropy is equal to 85 bits thus making it strong enough against the brute force attack. The OTP is 
generated by using the dev/random package that generates the random numbers from the environment noise obtained from 
the device drivers and other things [10], thus creating random numbers which will make the guessing of OTP difficult. 

 
1. Testing the Prototype 

The implementation has been tested to check the functionality of the system as following. 
 

Environment of Testing 
There are 2 desktop, 1 laptop used for the testing purpose. Ubuntu 9.10 is installed on 2 computers and Ubuntu 8.10 

is installed on the third computer. One computer is used as the server and the 2 are used as client who depends on the server 
for their authentication. Open LDAP has been installed so to have the Authentication Server. The PAM modules have been 

                                                                    
1http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb742489.aspx 
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installed on client side and the server code of Authenticator is being run on the server side with RADIUS Server. Nokia 6230i 
has been used for the testing purpose. 
 
Testing Scenarios 

There are 2 users added to LDAP server for testing. The mobile number has been added to the gecos field of the 
database. In the given Figure 3 the users in the LDAP server have been displayed. The 2 users are George and Babar. 

 

 
Figure 3: Users in the LDAP Authentication Server 

 
In the figure 4 the data of Babar user have been displayed. The gecos field is changed according to the requirement. 

 
Figure 4: User Information in LDAP Server 

 
The server code at the Authenticator has been started so that it should be in waiting state for the client to be 

authenticated. Figure 5 shows the wait state. 

 
Figure 5: Server Waiting for Clients. 
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At the client side the client code has been executed. It asks for the username and the static password for the LDAP 
server authentication. After authentication of user with the static password, the data is send to the server for mobile based 
authentication. If user is not authenticated or mobile number is not found than the mobile based authentication is not done. 
Figure 6 shows the process at the client side 

 

 
Figure 6: LDAP Authentication 

 
With this the data is sent to the Authenticator for mobile based authentication. At the Authenticator the OTP is 

generated. At the same time the OTP is sent to the user through SMS. The following figure 7 shows the process. 
 

 
Figure 7: OTP Generation Snapshot 

The OTP is received at the user mobile number as can be seen in the figure 8 below. 

 
Figure 8: OTP received at User Mobile 
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The OTP received at the user mobile is typed by the user at the client console waiting for the MoBA password. If the 
password typed is correct the user will be authenticated otherwise the process will start again. The figure 9 given below 
shows the process 

 

 
Figure 9: User Authentication Snapshot. 

 
5. Conclusion 

The proposed solution for mobile based authentication for Linux workstation logon process will make the logon 
process more secure giving the administrator the option to select the users with their authentication method. Therefore, the 
fact that the solution can be used with the existing systems and the infrastructure, already available, makes the solution less 
costly and more suitable.In this paper the prototype implemented for the proposed solution shows the main concept of the 
solution and has been tested with very few users and exhausting testing has not been carried out. For commercial use it is 
required to have fully developed implementation that should be tested with all the security features and real time environment 
to get a secure and reliable system. New techniques should be explored to find a common mobile based authentication 
architecture for multiple platforms like windows, Mac OS, Solaris and Linux etc. in an enterprise environment. 
 As in case of using Bluetooth for automatic transfer of data from mobile to computer ,different mobile phone 
companies have different operating system technologies like Symbian, Android, iPhone OS, palm OS etc. The method and 
support for accessing the SMS in all these technologies are different. Therefore, it is required to have a solution which can 
access the SMS without being technology specific. This will allow the enterprise, which will use this solution, to use the 
automatic version without taking care of the user’s mobile technology. Lastly, the companies have to bear the cost of mobile 
phone for its users and that is one of the reasons that we have added the manual version of entering the password.It is 
required to explore a secure method of using the secrets or identities in the Mobile Network operator for the mobile based 
authentication of users.  
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